Worksheet 10. Vocabulary review

Check all the words that can complete the sentence logically.

1. Lions in circuses are no longer wild. They have been _______ by a professional trainer, and they do tricks.
   - taught
   - tamed
   - dimmed

2. We saw many buffalo as they were _______ on the range.
   - grazing
   - marveling
   - quenching

3. Northern forests often have _______.
   - pine trees
   - bears
   - deer

   - tames
   - dims
   - sparkles

5. Roses have a nice _______.
   - smell
   - scent
   - sound

6. Living mammals have _______.
   - breath
   - a heartbeat
   - wings

7. The two countries signed _______ that said they would respect each other’s fishing rights.
   - an agreement
   - a speech
   - a treaty

8. New babies are _______ to their parents.
   - precious
   - huge
   - wise